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Clifford algebras in physics come from

creation I and annihilation 4 operators

satisfying the Coricalcommutatornations

4=Yz+ 4yYz =Y4*+4*Y+ =0,4iP*+P*4= = Sij
For finite rank, they act on NC "as
the spinor representation:
To adds vine 4 removes EMF

We take n-0, this becomes tonic
Each space
V,+v1.. - where i

=yvjx)
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Vacuum vector (0) = 1,rV211,1...

Shifted vacuum (k)= <Pari-Po10) of 120

P..- 4107 if k<g

(x) =4x,1. - Pxeel-l]
This is well-defined, i.e. independent of 1.

Dual space given by where 4.xP.*

Natural bilinear form (MIXIX) with

(((x)= Sxm
This also has Uglod action, in particular
an infinite dimensional Heisenberg algebra action.

This is the Boson-Fermion Correspondence
Current operators

an=2:4= 4*k8 [am,akJ=m8m,-k
FOX

H(X)Half vertex operator e -) powersana... +xnePR
a.T -yk... - Your

Hamiltonian:H(ND:=(* al



Current operator an tries to move a
particle steps right in all possible ways.

do is special, measures how "balanced"

the #holes and #particles are

at = a-k H*(XX) -* are

a
-k(0) =0(k)e+(Ny 10) = 10)

<019k =0 (xx0 (olet(N = CO1

a(l) =(e)

e(XYeH*(A/D)=FryabEH*(A/BH(XT

e
(X(x) raeHCXY=SBazLXDYkz, h=(Xy=tD*(X

k=0T I

eH(X*PeH(XX=Ehi(X/X4E homogeneous elementary



We want to evaluate (men(x*(x)

We use Wick's Theorem

<meleH(NYIN)=det[COlYmEreH(X/Y)UxzIOTEE
and note each entry corresponds to

ECOlPExmhm(X)PxT10) = hxi-pr-It (X/Y
Jacobi-Trudi Formula says

<mleH(x* (x) =S,ym(X(x)
(super) symmetric Schue function.

Schur functions have geometric meaning
B= upper triangular matrices (GLn(K)

Part ofBeGLnC)



Grassmannian GoCk,n)=G(n/pp=EVK"denV=k
Schubert variety Xxclosure Borbit in GoCkin)

They are indexed by partitions x3r
WR

Grerise to basis of #*(G(k,n))
.

Polynanial representatives are sx(X)
We want a richer cohomology theory,

More to K-theory, where polynomial
representatives are (symmetric
Gothendieck
-

Payals 6x(X; B)
--

There Is a "weak" basis 5x(x, x) =wGx(Xic)
and due versions gx(xiB) Ex(xia)
Yeliussizor' combined regular andweak
versions as anonicalGendiecks.

Galashin-Grinberg - Lin 16 refined the
parameter B for gx(X,B)



Hang ofal21 combined these with
combinatorial and Jacobi-Trudi formulas,

Gym(X; x,B)=Cdet[CxMETtrCX/(AcrrNSWBzr]=E=
C=YC-Bixd, YI = CYI, . . ..Y(m), hm(X(Y=2 ha(X)hg(X

x-f=m

8,y(x;x,B)= detClxi-MiritCXrAcNriN WBac)]=E=

The [Iwao, Motegi,S.,22]/
There exists a free fermion realization

Gx/(X;&, B)=<10,133<leH(x)(x>[C,b]
8Nm(X;<,B)=<<,p> (mteH(X) (x>ca,p]

1)(x,y)=c+*(Be) CeHAxWBGes) Mxi-=eH*(Ax= W BaeD) (-l)

(x)k,p) =(H(BE1/Ax1) Px =- ieH(Bi/Ax=+))(-l)
X
=
=X(xi]

cap7x(m)=<-e1.(e*(Br/AmE PE=eH*(B=/Ami)

PWick's theorem and the Jacobi-Trude
formulas. A



Thm [Iwao, Motegi, S,223/ Well-defined and
<x,B)[((X)(x,1)=(,B)(((x)(x,y)

=Sxy
New proofCor[Fwao, Motegi, S.,223/ Branching rules

6xm(x,y; d, B)= EmGxN(Xic,B)Gvxm(X;a, B)
giym(x,yin,B) =2 gx(X;c,Blgy(Y;a,B)

XerEp

where Grid,B) = (9,B6(m)eH(x)/29(C,B]
and has a Jacobi-Trudi Formula

This is a refined version of Yeliussizal
and canonical version of Buch related to

the coproduct.
Pf/Use id=E(x)caricaB] (x)=E(x)<55.64.B3(X*
Cor [Fwoo, Motegi, S.,22]/

6x(Xia,B)=EmaMyLCi+Bi) Gx(X;<, B)



The [Iwao, Motegi, S.22)New proof
wGym(X;a, BT

=6
xym. (X; B,d)

w gim(X; a,B)
=

8xym, (xi B,d)

Car[Iwao: Motego, S.22]/
We can express Gxm/GNM18NM as
scher functions w/ certain determinants

Cor [Fwar, Motegi, S.22]/ Skew Cauchy- -

***,BDN**,)=Dl ****
**

Evy**BD@M*(*.*B)
E6+y(X;B,d)8x/w(Yia,B)=FCIxiEd [Gvy(XiBic) EMM(Yix
E6Mm(Xic,ByxwliBid=FCIxiZd [GvXicB) gmy(YiB,b)

E6+y(X,Byx(i,B)=HCIx=1d"[GvyxiaB)mM(Yix

PEvaluate (n<ule(***(* IN)KR) in two
different ways.One inserts the identity,
the other commutes ettceH*(*



Cor [Fwar. Motegi, S.22]/

Gambelli-type formulas
=det formula involving single our Ga(Xi0,B)

The [Iwoo, Motegi, S.,22]/ Skew Pieri formulas

Gxym(Xia,BGvyt-X,B,x)gxyn(Yia,B)=H(1-x=e)gmy(Yic,B )

Gym(XiBid)GvyytXia,B)gxy(Yia,B)=F(1+x=d gry(Xia,
and similar interchanging gig6x/p

Cor[Fwar, Motegi, S.,22]/We can write
Gx(X;<,B) (resp.gx(XixB) in combinatorial terms of
Gm(X;0,B) (resp.gm(X;0,B). We answer problems of

Yelinssizar aboutg, (X.0,B)expansions negatively.

These expansions use certain flagged
tablean given by Hwang et al.



Subsequentpapers:
-Establish Schur operators for Gx(xix, B)
and g,(XiO,B) andEx(Xia,0).

- Connection withTASEP explored by
EDieker-Warren '08]
- Direct proof of combinatorial formula
of Hwang et al by branching rule.

Thank You!










